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 A capital market is a market for securities (debt or equity), where business enterprises 
(companies) and governments can raise long-term funds. It is defined as a market in which 
money is provided for periods longer than a year,as the raising of short-term funds takes 
place on other markets (e.g., the money market). The capital market includes the stock market 
(equity securities) and the bond market (debt). 

IRDA

Regulatory

 The capital market has 3 components - the equity market, the debt market, and the derivative 
market. It consists of all those connected with issuing and trading in equity shares and also 
medium and long term debt instruments, namely, bonds and debentures. It is well accepted 
that tenures less than one year are considered as short term; while tenures more than one 
year and up to three years may be taken as medium term while more than three years can be 
considered as long term.

 Both equity and debt market have 2 segments - the primary market dealing with new issues 
of equity and debt instruments and the secondary market which facilitates trading in equity 
and debt instruments thereby imparting liquidity to the instruments and making it possible for 
people with different liquidity preferences to participate in the market.

 The capital market operations are regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India 
[SEBI].

Primary Market

 The primary market is that part of the capital markets that deals with the issuance of new 
securities. Companies, governments or public sector institutions can obtain funding through 
the sale of a new stock or bond issue. This is typically done through a syndicate of securities 
dealers. 

 The process of selling new issues to investors is called underwriting. 

 In the case of a new stock issue, this sale is an initial public offering (IPO). Dealers earn a 
commission that is built into the price of the security offering, though it can be found in the 
prospectus. 

 Primary markets creates long term instruments through which corporate entities borrow from 
capital market.

 Features of Primary Markets are:

Ø This is the market for new long term equity capital. The primary market is the market where 

CAPITAL MARKET IN INDIA
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the securities are sold for the first time. Therefore it is also called the new issue market (NIM).

Ø In a primary issue, the securities are issued by the company directly to investors.

Ø The company receives the money and issues new security certificates to the investors.

Ø Primary issues are used by companies for the purpose of setting up new business or for 
expanding or modernizing the existing business.

Ø The primary market performs the crucial function of facilitating capital formation in the 
economy.

Ø The new issue market does not include certain other sources of new long term external finance, 
such as loans from financial institutions. Borrowers in the new issue market may be raising 
capital for converting private capital into public capital; this is known as “going public.”

Ø The financial assets sold can only be redeemed by the original holder.

Different kinds of issues

 Initial Public Offering [IPO]

 An initial public offering is when an unlisted company makes either a fresh issue of securities 
of an offer for sale of its existing securities or both for the first time to the public.

 Further Issue

 A follow on public offering is known as further issue. This is offered through an offer document 
when an already listed organization makes either a fresh issue of securities to the public or an 
offer for sale to the public.

 Rights Issue 

 Here, a listed organization proposes to issue fresh securities to its existing shareholders as on 
a record date. The rights are offered in a particular ratio to the number of securities held prior 
to the issue. This route is best suited for organizations who would like to raise capital without 
diluting the stake of its existing shareholders.

 Preferential Issue 

 This is an issue of either shares or convertible securities by listed organizations to a select 
group of people under Section 81 of the Companies Act,1956. This issue is neither a Rights 
issue nor Public issue and is a faster way for any organization to raise capital.

Secondary Market

 The secondary market, also known as the aftermarket, is the financial market where previously 
issued securities and financial instruments such as stock, bonds, options, and futures are 
bought and sold.The term “secondary market” is also used to refer to the market for any used 
goods or assets, or an alternative use for an existing product or asset where the customer 
base is the second market (for example, corn has been traditionally used primarily for food 
production and feedstock, but a “second” or “third” market has developed for use in ethanol 
production).
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 With primary issuances of securities or financial instruments, or the primary market, investors 
purchase these securities directly from issuers such as corporations issuing shares in an IPO 
or private placement, or directly from the federal government in the case of treasuries. After 
the initial issuance, investors can purchase from other investors in the secondary market.

 The secondary market for a variety of assets can vary from loans to stocks, from fragmented 
to centralized, and from illiquid to very liquid. The major stock exchanges are the most visible 
example of liquid secondary markets - in this case, for stocks of publicly traded companies. 
Exchanges such as the Bombay Stock Exchange, National Stock Exchange provide a 
centralized, liquid secondary market for the investors who own stocks that trade on those 
exchanges. Most bonds and structured products trade “over the counter,” or by phoning the 
bond desk of one’s broker-dealer. Loans sometimes trade online using a Loan Exchange.

 Secondary marketing is vital to an efficient and modern capital market. In the secondary 
market, securities are sold by and transferred from one investor or speculator to another. It 
is therefore important that the secondary market be highly liquid (originally, the only way to 
create this liquidity was for investors and speculators to meet at a fixed place regularly; this 
is how stock exchanges originated. As a general rule, the greater the number of investors that 
participate in a given marketplace, and the greater the centralization of that marketplace, the 
more liquid the market. Fundamentally, secondary markets mesh the investor’s preference for 
liquidity (i.e., the investor’s desire not to tie up his or her money for a long period of time, 
in case the investor needs it to deal with unforeseen circumstances) with the capital user’s 
preference to be able to use the capital for an extended period of time.

 Accurate share price allocates scarce capital more efficiently when new projects are financed 
through a new primary market offering, but accuracy may also matter in the secondary market 
because:

 1. price accuracy can reduce the agency costs of management, and make hostile takeover a 
less risky proposition and thus move capital into the hands of better managers, and

 2. accurate share price aids the efficient allocation of debt finance whether debt offerings or 
institutional borrowing.

Concepts of secondary market

 Corporate Action 

 Declaration of dividends, issue of bonus shares, and splitting shares into smaller denominations 
are called corporate actions. They impact the market price of shares as they alter the intrinsic 
value of the shares.

 Buyback of Shares 

 Buyback is a method for an organization to invest by buying shares from other investors in 
the market. It is done by the organization for the purpose of improving the liquidity in its 
shares and enhancing the shareholders wealth. As per SEBI regulations, the organization is 
permitted to buy back its shares from:
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Ø Existing shareholders proportionately through an offer document

Ø Open market through stock exchanges using the book-building process

Ø Shareholders holding odd lot shares

Index 

 Index shows how a specified portfolio of share prices is moving to give an indication of 
the market trends. It is a basket of securities and the average price movement of the basket 
of securities indicates the index movement, whether upwards or downwards. S& P CNX 
Nifty (Nifty), is a scientifically developed, 50 stock index, reflecting accurately the market 
movement of the Indian markets.

Sensex 

 Sensex is an index based on shares traded on the BSE. The Sensex and Nifty are the barometers 
of the Indian markets. The indices are composite in nature in that they cover a large segment 
of industries.

Commodity Market

 Commodity markets are markets where raw or primary products are exchanged. These raw 
commodities are traded on regulated commodities exchanges, in which they are bought and 
sold in standardized contracts.

 This article focuses on the history and current debates regarding global commodity markets. 
It covers physical product (food, metals, electricity) markets but not the ways that services, 
including those of governments, nor investment, nor debt, can be seen as a commodity. Articles 
on reinsurance markets, stock markets, bond markets and currency markets cover those 
concerns separately and in more depth. One focus of this article is the relationship between 
simple commodity money and the more complex instruments offered in the commodity 
markets.

Spot Trading

 Spot trading is any transaction where delivery either takes place immediately, or with 
a minimum lag between the trade and delivery due to technical constraints. Spot trading 
normally involves visual inspection of the commodity or a sample of the commodity, and is 
carried out in markets such as wholesale markets. Commodity markets, on the other hand, 
require the existence of agreed standards so that trades can be made without visual inspection.

Forward Contracts

 A forward contract is an agreement between two parties to exchange at some fixed future date 
a given quantity of a commodity for a price defined today. The fixed price today is known as 
the forward price.

Futures Contracts

 A futures contract has the same general features as a forward contract but is transacted through 
a futures exchange.
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 Commodity and futures contracts are based on what’s termed forward contracts. Early on 
these forward contracts - agreements to buy now, pay and deliver later - were used as a way 
of getting products from producer to the consumer. These typically were only for food and 
agricultural products. Forward contracts have evolved and have been standardized into what 
we know today as futures contracts. Although more complex today, early forward contracts 
for example, were used for rice in seventeenth century Japan. Modern forward, or futures 
agreements, began in Chicago in the 1840s, with the appearance of the railroads. Chicago, 
being centrally located, emerged as the hub between Midwestern farmers and producers and 
the east coast consumer population centers.

 In essence, a futures contract is a standardized forward contract in which the buyer and the 
seller accept the terms in regards to product, grade, quantity and location and are only free to 
negotiate the price.

Hedging

 Hedging means reducing or controlling risk. This is done by taking a position in the futures 
market that is opposite to the one in the physical market with the objective of reducing a 
limiting risk associated with price changing. 

 Hedging, a common (and sometimes mandatory) practice of farming cooperatives, insures 
against a poor harvest by purchasing futures contracts in the same commodity. If the 
cooperative has significantly less of its product to sell due to weather or insects, it makes 
up for that loss with a profit on the markets, since the overall supply of the crop is short 
everywhere that suffered the same conditions.

 Whole developing nations may be especially vulnerable, and even their currency tends to be 
tied to the price of those particular commodity items until it manages to be a fully developed 
nation. For example, one could see the nominally fiat money of Cuba as being tied to sugar 
prices, since a lack of hard currency paying for sugar means less foreign goods per peso 
in Cuba itself. In effect, Cuba needs a hedge against a drop in sugar prices, if it wishes to 
maintain a stable quality of life for its citizens.

Delivery and condition guarantees

 In addition, delivery day, method of settlement and delivery point must all be specified. 
Typically, trading must end two (or more) business days prior to the delivery day, so that the 
routing of the shipment can be finalized via ship or rail, and payment can be settled when the 
contract arrives at any delivery point.

Standardization

 Standardization is the process of developing and implementing technical standards. 

 U.S. soybean futures, for example, are of standard grade if they are “GMO or a mixture of 
GMO and Non-GMO No. 2 yellow soybeans of Indiana, Ohio and Michigan origin produced 
in the U.S.A. (Non-screened, stored in silo),” and of deliverable grade if they are “GMO or 
a mixture of GMO and Non-GMO No. 2 yellow soybeans of Iowa, Illinois and Wisconsin 
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origin produced in the U.S.A. (Non-screened, stored in silo).” Note the distinction between 
states, and the need to clearly mention their status as GMO (Genetically Modified Organism) 
which makes them unacceptable to most organic food buyers.

 Similar specifications apply for cotton, orange juice, cocoa, sugar, wheat, corn, barley, pork 
bellies, milk, feedstuffs, fruits, vegetables, other grains, other beans, hay, other livestock, 
meats, poultry, eggs, or any other commodity which is so traded.

Derivatives Market

 The derivatives market is the financial market for derivatives, financial instruments like 
futures contracts or options, which are derived from other forms of assets.

 The market can be divided into two, that for exchange-traded derivatives and that for over-
the-counter derivatives. The legal nature of these products is very different as well as the way 
they are traded, though many market participants are active in both.

Derivatives

 Derivative is a product whose value is derived from the value of one or more basic variables, 
called underlying. The underlying asset can be equity, index, foreign exchange (Forex), 
commodity, or any other asset.

Types of derivatives

 Various types of derivatives relating to shares are:

Forwards 

 This is a customized contract between two entities, where settlement takes place on a specific 
date in the future at today’s pre-agreed price.

Futures 

 It is an agreement between two parties to buy or sell an asset at a certain time in the future at 
a certain price.

Options 

 An option is a contract which gives the right, but not an obligation, to buy or sell the underlying 
at a stated date and a stated price.

Warrants 

 Options generally have lives of up to one year. Most of the options on exchanges have 
maximum maturity of nine months. Longer dated options are called warrants and these are 
generally traded over-the-counter

Interest rate derivatives

 Swaps involve exchange of one stream of interest payments for another stream of interest 
payments. For example, an organization that has taken a loan at fixed interest rate may like 
to convert it to a floating rate loan. The organization can enter into a swap transaction with a 
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bank to get interest at fixed rate and pay interest on the same notional capital, the amount of 
the loan at floating rate. Banks offer interest rate swaps to its customers.

Commodity derivatives

 A commodity exchange is an organization, such as stock exchange, organizing futures trading 
in commodities. The main commodity exchanges in India are the NCDEX and MCX both of 
which offer on line trading facility. These markets trade contracts for which the underlying 
asset is commodity. It can be an agricultural commodity such as wheat, soybeans, rapeseed, 
cotton, or precious metals like gold and silver.

Futures Markets

 Futures exchanges, trade in standardized derivative contracts. These are options contracts 
and futures contracts on a whole range of underlying products. The members of the exchange 
hold positions in these contracts with the exchange, who acts as central counterparty. When 
one party goes long (buys a futures contract), another goes short (sells). When a new contract 
is introduced, the total position in the contract is zero. Therefore, the sum of all the long 
positions must be equal to the sum of all the short positions. In other words, risk is transferred 
from one party to another. 

Over-the-counter markets

 Tailor-made derivatives not traded on a futures exchange are traded on over-the-counter 
markets, also known as the OTC market. These consist of investment banks who have traders 
who make markets in these derivatives, and clients such as hedge funds, commercial banks, 
government sponsored enterprises, etc. Products that are always traded over-the-counter are 
swaps, forward rate agreements, forward contracts, credit derivatives, etc. 

Futures Exchange

 A futures exchange or derivatives exchange is a central financial exchange where people 
can trade standardized futures contracts; that is, a contract to buy specific quantities of a 
commodity or financial instrument at a specified price with delivery set at a specified time in 
the future.

 Margin and Mark-to-Market

 Clearing houses charge two types of margins: the Initial Margin and the Mark-To-Market 
margin (also referred to as Variation Margin).

 The Initial Margin is the sum of money (or collateral) to be deposited by a firm to the clearing 
corporation to cover possible future loss in the positions (the set of positions held is also 
called the portfolio) held by a firm. 

 The Mark-to-Market Margin (MTM margin) on the other hand is the margin collected to 
offset losses (if any) that have already been incurred on the positions held by a firm. This is 
computed as the difference between the cost of the position held and the current market value 
of that position. If the resulting amount is a loss, the amount is collected from the firm; else, 
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the amount may be returned to the firm (the case with most clearing houses) or kept in reserve 
depending on local practice.

 Bull Market

 A bull market is associated with increasing investor confidence, and increased investing in 
anticipation of future price increases (capital gains). A bullish trend in the stock market often 
begins before the general economy shows clear signs of recovery.

 Bear Market

 A bear market is a general decline in the stock market over a period of time. It is a transition 
from high investor optimism to widespread investor fear and pessimism.

 Blue Chip (Stock Market) 

 According to the New York Stock Exchange, a blue chip is stock in a corporation with a 
national reputation for quality, reliability and the ability to operate profitably in good times 
and bad. The most popular index which follows US blue chips is the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average. The Dow Jones Industrial Average is a price-weighted average of 30 blue-chip 
stocks that are generally the leaders in their industry. It has been a widely followed indicator 
of the stock market since October 1, 1928.

 Swap

 A swap is a derivative in which counterparties exchange cash flows of one party's financial 
instrument for those of the other party's financial instrument. The benefits in question depend 
on the type of financial instruments involved.

 Rights Issue

 A rights issue is basically when a company offers existing shareholders a right to purchase 
additional shares of the company at a given price, which is at a discount to the prevailing 
market price of the stock, to make the offer enticing for the shareholder and to ensure that the 
rights offer is fully subscribed to.

 Preference Shares 

 Preference shares are those shares which are given preference as regards to payment of 
dividend and repayment of capital. Preference shareholders are given preference over equity 
shareholders as in the case of winding up of the company, their capital is paid back first and 
then the equity shareholders are paid. Preference shareholders cannot exercise their voting 
rights on all the matters. They can vote only on the matters affecting their own interest.

 Debentures

 A debenture is a document which either creates a debt or acknowledges it. Debenture issued 
by a company is in the form of a certificate acknowledging indebtedness. The debentures 
are issued under the Company's Common Seal. Debentures are one of a series issued to a 
number of lenders. The date of repayment is specified in the debentures. Debentures are 
issued against a charge on the assets of the Company. Debentures holders have no right to 
vote at the meetings of the companies.
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 Mutual Fund

 A mutual fund is a professionally managed type of collective investment scheme that pools 
money from many investors to buy stocks, bonds, short-term money market instruments, and/
or other securities.

 Cross Selling

 Cross-selling stands for being able to offer to the existing bank customers, some additional 
banking products, with a view to expand banking business, reduce the per customer cost of 
operations and provide more satisfaction and value to the customer. For instance, when a bank 
is in a position to sell to a deposit customer (say saving bank or term deposit), a loan product 
such as housing loan, credit card, personal loan or vice-versa, this would result into additional 
business and lead to low per customer cost and higher per customer earning.

 Mergers and Acquisitions

 Mergers and acquisitions refers to the aspect of corporate strategy, corporate finance and 
management dealing with the buying, selling, dividing and combining of different companies 
and similar entities that can help an enterprise grow rapidly in its sector or location of origin, 
or a new field or new location, without creating a subsidiary, other child entity or using a joint 
venture. The distinction between a "merger" and an "acquisition" has become increasingly 
blurred in various respects (particularly in terms of the ultimate economic outcome), although 
it has not completely disappeared in all situations.

 Joint Venture

 A Joint Venture (JV) is a cooperative enterprises entered into by two or more business entities. 
Sometimes the joint venture creates a separate corporation, limited liability company, or 
partnership. In other cases, the individual entities retain their individuality and they operate 
under a joint venture agreement. In any case, the parties in the JV share in the management, 
profits, and losses, according to a joint venture agreement (contract). 

 Amalgamation

 Amalgamation is a restructuring phenomenon in which two or more companies are liquidated 
and a new company is formed to acquire business. In simpler terms, it means that a new 
company is formed that buys the business of minimum two companies. 
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